


My ties to the war are rooted in 2014

I am the head of the Women's Association 
of Ukraine "Diia", which has been helping 
the Army since the first days of the war. 
We’ve been providing everything they 
needed. We gave concerts in the hospital, 
fed the wounded. Olena Zhevets is a 
chaplain in our Association. She often 
went to Donetsk and Luhansk regions, 
and brought our “presents” to the 
servicemen on the front line. Once our 
Association participants from “Diia” in 
Kropyvnytskyi asked us to visit our Odessa 
hospital, where Natalia Demchenko was 
treated. She is our defender, and she had 
a birthday then. It was a  crazy day then, 
but I understood how important it was 
not to stay alone on one’s birthday in an 
unknown city.

I stopped by to buy flowers, and a gift for 
her. We met, and I really liked Natasha. At 
the time, I had no idea that our 
acquaintance would be fateful in 2022.

In October, she called me and asked me 
to congratulate the Marines on the 
Ukraine’s Defenders  Day. ”Oh my God”, I 
thought. But they were stationed in 
Sarata, which was 3 hours drive from 
Odesa. And I already bought tickets to 
Kyiv. But we managed, our girls did a 
fundraising, we bought gifts, and our 
Olena Palashek and Olia Ivanova went 
with a concert, with gifts to them. Marines 
were really grateful, and we became good 
friends. 

In 2022, theis squat leader called me and 
asked for help with materials for 
fortifications. 

I was confused. Why strengthen? And 
where? In Sarata?

-No, he says. - We were transferred, we 
are not far from Odessa.

Ok, I said, and on February 23 I brought 
them what they asked for. I also thought: 
it’s not the best  day to meet with the our 
servicemen (Interpreter’s note: February 23 
is considered to be the day of Russian Army 
which is heavily celebrated in Russia), but 
well, since I came not with flowers, but 
somewthing useful like sandbags, then it’s 
not that bad after all. 

Then on February 24 my husband woke 
up in the early morning saying the war 
has begun. 

I shouted at him from my sleep: "What 
are you talking about? What war? Is there 
shooting?” 

That day was like a nightmare for me. It 
seemed to me that I should wake up, that 
this was all untrue. This should not be! 
This is nonsense! For what?

On the morning of February 25, I came to 
my senses when I read a message from 
the squat leader saying they needed 
oilcloth, staples, nails - and it started… 

SINCE THEN I’VE BEEN  — 
RUNNING, GETTING, 
BUYING, ASKING, TRADING, 
FINDING, WRITING, 
BEGGING, ASKING AGAIN 
AND AGAIN.



Every day I visited them at different 
points, because the battalion is very large. 
I’ve been wandering along the Black Sea 
coast of Odesa region.

When I came to them, they told me: 

“We are waiting for you like a child waits 
for his/her mother carrying gifts from the 
bazaar”. 

Or: “Finally, Odesa-Mama has arrived!”

So they gave me the call sign - MOM. 
Some of the servicemen are my age, but I 
love them and take care of them like a 
real mother. 

At the beginning of the war it was very 
difficult. Much of the battalion's supplies 
were on me, from bags of rice and sugar 
to bulletproof vests. 

OUR STATE WAS NOT 
READY, AND PATRIOTS 
AND VOLUNTEERS WERE 
TAKING CARE OF PRETTY 
MUCH EVERYTHING.

Now that I write and recall things, I am 
amazed at how I endured everything. 
After all, in addition to volunteering, I have 
a family, children, grandchildren, parents 
(mother is 85 years old, father is 86 years 
old), women NGO, charitable theater 
fund, a bunch of relatives, my political 
party, which I lead in Odessa. ... how did I 
survive?

As the president of the First Charitable 
Theater Foundation, I also work on the 
“cultural frontline”, which includes three 
areas. 

The first is to help artists who find 
themselves in difficult circumstances due 
to the war. These are veterans of theater 
and cinema. I help actresses and actors 
who work in directing, choreography, 
costumes. 

If state theaters still pay salaries, the 
private ones are in a difficult situation. 
That's why we help with food, medicine, 
finances.

THE SECOND AREA  
IS INTERNATIONAL 
CULTURAL SPACE.
Before the war, my team launched "Taras 
Shevchenko — the soul of Ukraine" 
immersive exhibition.

The exhibition was very successful, the 
premiere took place in Odesa, and now, 
thanks to my partner Valerii Kostiuk, who 
lives in Canada, this exhibition is shown in 
North America: in Canada (Toronto) and 
the United States (Chicago, Boston, San 
Francisco, Los-Angeles, Denver). And it will 
now be showcasing in Cleveland and 
Pittsburgh.

Sales are transferred to a special account 
of the National Bank of Ukraine, and the 
exhibition has already sent more than 
UAH 4 million there.  



We are currently working to show this 
immersive exhibition in different 
countries following such a successful 
example, negotiating with France and 
Spain. There is also an idea to make a 
new immersive exhibition "War in 
Ukraine". I don't know how to do it yet, 
but I have to do it. 

And the third area are small concerts to 
lift the spirit of the military, which we have 
recently started. There were already 
concerts for the Marines, one for the 
wounded in the hospital, another one for 
border guards.

If I start to describe every day of the war, 
then, probably, the book will be compiled. 

THE WAR IS NOT OVER YET, 
AND NOW I CAN'T TELL 
YOU MUCH. BUT I WILL 
DEFINITELY DO IT AFTER 
THE VICTORY!
In May, another difficult period of the war 
begins for me: right now my Marines have 
been relocated to the so-called "zero 
line". 

I did not sleep all night and cried. They 
have already become so dear and close 
to me. They are my sons! And I, as their 
"mother", will pray for them and continue 
to do everything to make it easier for 
them to fight, for them to return home 
alive and kicking and bring us the 
VICTORY!

Natalia Delieva,  social activist
Odessa




